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City
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Mailing Address
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Country

Facsimile E-mail

Principal Designer

Name

Mailing Address

City Postal Code

Country Telephone

Facsimile E-mail

Please list those involved in the project and indicate their roles and areas of responsibility (e.g. engineers, contractors, economists, master
craftsmen, other architects, clients, etc.).  Please cite addresses and telephone numbers separately.
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I.   IDENTIFICATION

II.   PERSONS RESPONSIBLE

A.   Architect/Planner

B.   Client

C.   Project Affiliates / Consultants

Rainbow Street Urban Regeneration Project 

Rainbow Street, Jabal Amman, First Circle Area

Amman Jordan

TURATH: Architecture & Urban Design Consultants

P. O. Box 402

Amman 11118

Jordan +962-6-4655790      ,    +962-79-6813999

+962-6-4655791 r.daher@turath.jo

Dr. Rami Farouk Daher 

Greater Amman Municipality (GAM)

P.O. Box 132

Amman 11118

 Jordan +962-6-4636111

+962-6-4649420 info@ammancity.gov.jo

 Dr. Rami Farouk Daher (Team Leader) Heritage Expert / Urban Regeneration

 Amer "Mohammad Izzat" al Joukhadar

 Siba Mahmoud al Tawalbeh

 Maiss Razem 

 Mustafa Abu Ghoush

 Dr. Yasser al Rajjal

 Mohammad Khaled

 Lara Zureikat

Project Management / Detailing

Urban Design & Research 

Urban Design / Architecture

Architecture

Urban Design Specialist 

Urban Design Specialist

Urban Landscape Architecture 



(please specify year and month)

 A. Commission

B. Design

C. Construction

 D. Occupancy

Remarks, if any:

(please indicate in square metres)

A. Total Site Area

B. Ground Floor Area

C.  Total Combined Floor Area
 including basement(s),ground floor(s) and all upper floors)

Remarks, if any:

(please specify the amounts in local currencies and provide the equivalents in US dollars.  Specify the dates and the rates of exchange
in US dollars at the time.)

A.  Total Initial Budget

B.  Cost of  Land

C.  Analysis of Actual Costs

   1. Infrastructure

   2. Labour

   3. Materials

   4. Landscaping

   5. Professional Fees

   6. Other

  D.  Total Actual Costs
        (without land)

  E. Actual Cost
       (per sq. meter)

Remarks, if any, on costs:

Amount in
Local Currency

Amount in
US dollars

Exchange Rate Date
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CompletionCommencement

Commencement Completion
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III.   TIMETABLE

IV.   AREAS AND SURFACES

V.   ECONOMICS

May 2005

June 2005 September 2006

April 2007 April 2008

April 2008 - Now

The design period lasted longer than anticipated due to the fact that the team leader emphasized the conducting of extensive fieldwork 
(spatial, urban, traffic, urban social history) & ethnographic investigation which included scooping sessions with the residents of the area.  

length of the street = 1200 m

18050 sqm

18400 sqm

1,864,212  JD 2,625,650  $ 1.40845 23-9-2009

1.40845108,890  $77,312  JD 23-9-2009

1.40845117.295  $83.280 JD 23-9-2009

23-9-20091.40845468,525  $332,653  JD

23-9-20091.408451,405,579  $997,961  JD

23-9-20091.4084549,083  $34,849  JD

23-9-20091.40845126,056  $89,500  JD

---

23-9-20091.408452,158,133  $1,532,275  JD

23-9-20091.40845394,366  $280,000  JD
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VI.   PROJECT DESCRIPTION

VII.   MATERIALS, STRUCTURE, AND CONSTRUCTION

Introduction:   
Greater Amman Municipality (GAM) is embarking on a milestone project centering on developing a Metropolitan Growth Master Plan for the 
City.  The Rainbow Street Urban Regeneration Project is but one of many projects that correspond with GAM's new vision for a City that not 
only celebrates and grants voice to its distinctive urban and social heritage and places, but a one that is more pedestrian friendly and a City 
that aspires to create more public spaces for its citizens. 

Rainbow Street in Spatial and Temporal Contexts:   
The Street enjoys a central location between East and West Amman and is well connected to the Downtown Area (Wast al Balad) through a 
magnificent web of specialty Ammani Steps of memory.  The area around Rainbow Street is one of Amman's oldest residential 
neighborhoods and is blessed with a variety of architectural resources representing a testimonial to the evolution of architecture in the City.  
Further more, the area is blessed with a diverse mixed use urban neighborhood with corner shops, retail, cultural centers, residential, 
religious buildings, cinemas, libraries & research centers, literary cafes, ethnic and local restaurants, and special environmentally conscious 
institutions.  The 1960s and 70s witnessed the emergence of an active public sphere in Rainbow Street where urban growth in Amman was 
also affected by the influx of Palestinians to Jordan after 1967 and also the oil boom boosted the emergence of new urban centers (other 
than in Downtown Amman) at the residential hills flanking the downtown of which Rainbow Street was a major one. By the early 1970s, 
book shops, cinemas, banks, and cultural centers were opened in Rainbow Street which took its name after Rainbow Cinema.  During the 
1980s and parts of the 90s decade, the Street and the area lost part of its symbolic and economic value due to competitions from newer 
developed areas in Amman; yet, Rainbow Street and for the past 10 years or so, is witnessing a subtle, yet significant comeback.  Rainbow is 
becoming popular again with a booming café culture, craft shops, bookshops, and the thirty-something clientele; and until now, and 
fortunately, it kept (until now) its mixed use (residential-commercial) character.  The current popularity of the area attracted large-scale 
investors who saw in the area around Rainbow a golden investment opportunity and had started buying properties in the area since more 
than 5 years ago.  Its crucial to critically understand and expose the fact that neoliberal ideological-discursive rhetoric (preserving the Jabal 
Amman Area’s Historic monuments and place) conceals fundamentally exclusionary and exploitative social relation (out migration of stable 
low-income families (mostly tenants) from the area).  
   
Project's Urban Positioning and Conceptual Thoughts:   
The Project's objectives were to create more public spaces that are more pedestrian friendly in the area while enhancing, protecting, and 
conserving Amman's distinctive urban heritage present in the area.  Furthermore, the Project thrives to sustain the current social mix in the 
area (counteracting the current neoliberal transformations and urban restructuring).  The Project was based on a careful design of 8 urban 
nodes along the street each with a distinctive character that is emerging from existing realties and dynamics.  Conserving, enhancing, and 
complementing the qualities of place while maintaining diversity and enhancing a sense of place by minimal intervention was a main 
desired objective of the Project.  Another Project objective was to create a Place that is more inclusive and to encourage an active public life 
and hopefully a public sphere.  The project delivered to the local community of the area an enjoyable pedestrian-friendly promenade along 
the stretch of the Street of about 1.5 km with designed urban furniture, panoramic lookouts, urban decks and cultural landscapes. 

The design emphasized the use of local materials (different types of stones and basalt) for the main street, sidewalk, gardens, panoramic 
lookouts and alleys).  Yet, the design in general carries a contemporary image and stamp while keeping intervention in the public space to a 
minimum.  
 
- Main Street & Alleys:   * Local Bazalt Stone (black color), size = 10x10x10 cm (light hummered finish) 
                                             * Local Karaki Stone (light gray color), size = 10x10x10 cm (light hummered finish) 
 
- Sidewalks:   Local Bazalt Stone (black color), size = 10x10x10 cm (cut finish) 
 
- 1st Circle Garden (Node # 1):   Local Ajlouni Stone (off-white color), size = 40x80x4 cm (push-hummered finish) 

- Panoramic Lookout (Node # 4):   Local Ajlouni Stone (off-white color), size = 40x80x4 cm (push-hummered finish) 

- Street Furniture:   * Trash Bins: Galvanized Steel Sheets 1.5mm 
                                     * Seating: Mahogany Wood 5cm + Concrete base  



Name (please print)

Signature Date
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VIII.   PROJECT SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT

Please note:  The submission of this Record is a prerequisite to candidacy for the Award.  All information contained in  and submitted
with the Record will be kept strictly confidential until announcement of the Award is made.  Subsequently, such material may be made
available by the Aga Khan Award for Architecture and you hereby grant the Aga Khan  Award for Architecture a non-exclusive
licence for the duration of the legal term of copyright (and all rights in the nature of copyright) in the Material submitted to reproduce
the Material or licence the reproduction of the same throughout the world.

    It is true that this project was concerned mainly with the public domain and did not cause major intervention in the area.  But literally, this 
was the purpose; the main objective was not so much to build new and inflect major changes to the area as much as it was to complement 
this distinctive Ammani character.  With the absence of sufficient 'State institutions’ regarding public place projects in most cities of the Arab 
World; this significant urban initiative by GAM is considered a major landmark and demonstrational Project not only for Amman, but for 
other cities in the region as well.  One of the Project's main objectives was to create a place that is more inclusive and to encourage an active 
public life and hopefully a public sphere to emerge.  The project delivered to the local community of the area an enjoyable pedestrian 
promenade along the stretch of the Street of about 1.5 km with designed urban furniture, panoramic lookouts, urban decks and cultural 
landscapes that will be used and enjoyed by all Ammani's of different background and by visitors to this City that we all hold dearly:  
Amman. 

    At the scale of urban design, the Project addressed several urban nodes along the Street with the major objective, through an approach of 
minimal intervention in most cases, of providing more inclusive public spaces in the City.  A visitor to Rainbow Street starts with the First 
Circle Garden which serves as an introduction to the Street and is composed of different levels easily accessed from the side walk.  The 
second urban node lays at the intersection of the Street with Rainbow Cinema (a major cultural attraction that is being rehabilitated and 
conserved to serve as a main Cinematheque and cultural hub).  The third node is located at Arwa Bint al Hareth School where the School wall 
is exposed to celebrate and show more of the traditional Ammani early houses.  At the opposite side more shaded outdoor seating is 
provided for the Jerusalem Falafel Place.  The fourth node is very nearby and represents another public garden (locally called "Sarvees').  The 
urban solution is simple and is based on creating a natural extension of the side walk into the garden.  Located at mid point in the middle of 
the distance between the First Circle and the end of Rainbow Street; lies a major interesting urban node which is the main panoramic 
lookout added on top of the roof of an old house.  This natural extension of the side walk creates an urban deck with a unique view of Jabal 
Weibdeh and the Citadel of Amman.  Even during construction, this unique Ammani public space became very fashionable and was often 
frequented by many visitors to the City and to the Street.  The house underneath has been preserved to serve as a headquarters for JARA 
and it also enjoys a quaint garden.   

    The Project also included several non-physical interventions such as coming up with guidelines for commercial signs and awnings, 
designation of different historic buildings, spaces, and vistas in the area, and coming up with a traffic solution for the Street where Rainbow 
Street becomes mostly one way.  Finally, and for the first time in Amman, the pedestrian or the flanure in the City can enjoy walking on a 
continuous side walk that works with no pumps, or with no high curb stones, and yet can also enjoy a distinctive urban experience with 
gardens, corner seating, panoramic lookouts and cafes.  One positive indirect outcome of the Project is reversed gentrification where several 
ex-residents of Rainbow Street are now coming back to the older part of the City as residents in their original older houses.   Rainbow Street 
today, is an inclusive social space of successful co-existence between local Ammanis from different socio-economic background, expatriates, 
and visitors from various age groups.  Not only that the Project had economically revitalized the area, but it introduced to the City of Amman 
a new unique and distinguished pedestrian urban experience. 

Dr. Rami Farouk Daher

24-9-2009



Rainbow Street

Raibow street, Jabbal Amman, First Circle Area
Amman, Jordan

Architects TURATH / Rami Daher
Amman, Jordan, Jordan

Clients Amman Municipality
Amman, Jordan

Commission 2005

Design 2005 - 2006

Construction 2007 - 2008

Occupancy 2008

Site 18,050 m2

Ground floor 18,050 m2

Total floor 18,400 m2

Costs 2,158,133 USD

Programme This project is part of a wider 
masterplan to make Amman 
more pedestrian friendly and 
provide more public spaces. 
Rainbow Street was an active 
mixed-use neighbourhood in 
the 1980s and the project has 
fostered its already nascent 
revival with a minimal 
intervention to enhance its 
existing qualities. A 1.5-
kilometre pedestrian promenade 
now runs along the street, 
punctuated by eight urban 
nodes, ranging from public 
gardens to a panoramic lookout 
on the roof of an old house. 
Signage, traffic solutions and 
street furniture have also been 
addressed. The result has done 
much to encourage social 
inclusiveness in the area and 
create a vibrant public life.

Building Type  Planning Practices
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IMAGE IDENTIFICATION FORM 

File name Description Photographer Date 

Entry1 Showing the glass pyramid at 1st Circle garden Rami Daher May 2008 

Entry2 The multi-leveled plaza of the 1st Circle garden Rami Daher May 2008 

Entry3 Bird’s eye view of the 1st Circle garden Rami Daher May 2008 

Entry4 Showing the garden in context Arnaldo Gititrini  Mar 2009 

Entry5 Showing the garden as an entry point to Rainbow street Arnaldo Gititrini  Mar 2009 

Entry6 Showing the vegetation along seating to provide shading as the 
trees grow 

Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 

Entry7 The garden at night Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 

Entry8 Showing the glass pyramid and a sign that explains the street on 
the wall behind 

Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 

Cinema Rainbow Cinema façade intervention along the urban node 
regeneration 

Rami Daher May 2008 

Arwa Arwa bint al-Hareth school concrete fence lowered and 
plastered to enhance the urban street-building interface relation 

Rami Daher May 2008 

Sarvees1 View of Sarvees garden (now called Bisharat garden) showing 
shaded seatings 

Rami Daher May 2008 

Sarvees2 The garden in context Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 

Sarvees3 The garden’s elevated plaza from the side Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 

Sarvees4 Planted vegetation along the steps that connect the garden with 
the back street 

Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 

Sarvees5 Showing the texture and material of basalt tiling forming a 
unique pattern 

Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 

Sarvees6 The garden at winter Rami Daher Jan 2009 

Sarvees7 The garden at winter Rami Daher Jan 2009 

A1 View from the panoramic lookout to Amman and Jara (Jabal 
Amman Residents Association) café on lower level 

Maiss Razem Apr 2009 

A2 View of Jara café from the Panoramic Lookout Maiss Razem Jul 2009 
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File name Description Photographer Date 

A3 Vibrant Panoramic Lookout Maiss Razem Jul 2009 

A4 Vibrant Panoramic Lookout Maiss Razem Jul 2009 

A5 Vibrant Panoramic Lookout Maiss Razem Jul 2009 

A6 Exterior Walls of Panoramic Lookout used as surface to exhibit 
local artists’ work 

Rami Daher May 2008 

A7 View from Jara café to the Panoramic Lookout above Rami Daher May 2008 

A8 Seatings at the Panoramic Lookout Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 

A9 Seatings at the Panoramic Lookout Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 

A10 Seatings at the Panoramic Lookout Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 

Jara1 Jara flea market vibrant with people and local products for sale Maiss Razem Jul 2009 

Jara2 Jara flea market vibrant with people and local products for sale Maiss Razem Jul 2009 

Jara3 Entry to Jara flea market Maiss Razem Jul 2009 

Jara4 Jara flea market vibrant with people and local products for sale Maiss Razem Jul 2009 

Jara5 Jara flea market vibrant with people and local products for sale Maiss Razem Jul 2009 

Jara6 Jara flea market vibrant with people and local products for sale Maiss Razem Jul 2009 

Khirfan An orange sign post marking the end of Rainbow street and start 
of Khirfan street 

Rami Daher May 2008 

View1 A new franchise opening at Rainbow street showing the 
livelihood of the street 

Rami Daher Aug 2008 

View2 A new franchise opening at Rainbow street showing the 
livelihood of the street 

Rami Daher Aug 2008 

Street1 Showing the sidewalk and seatings Maiss Razem Jul 2009 

Street2 Showing the sidewalk and seatings Rami Daher May 2008 

Street3 Urban seating area where students going to Arwa bint al-Hareth 
school usually sit after finishing school 

Rami Daher May 2008 

Street4 Street view Rami Daher May 2008 

Street5 Street view at night Arnaldo Gititrini Mar 2009 
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File name Description Photographer Date 

During 
Construction 1 

Street and Sidewalk during construction Rami Daher May 2007 

During 
Construction 2 

Stone tiling of the sidewalk Rami Daher May 2007 

During 
Construction 3 

Stone tiling of the sidewalk Rami Daher May 2007 

During 
Construction 4 

First Circle Garden during construction using local stone Rami Daher May 2007 

During 
Construction 5 

Sidewalk tiling detail Rami Daher May 2007 
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